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KIPP Austin Black
Educators
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“Without community, there is no liberation...but community must not
mean a shedding of our differences, nor the pathetic pretense that these
differences do not exist.”

― Audre Lorde
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Welcome to KABE!
Hi KIPP Austin Black Educators,
We are honored to provide you with the full details of KIPP Austin Black Educators below. After hard work,
feedback and collaboration we’re taking this time to create a platform for educators like you. While we
as educators may experience challenges we make no excuses for guiding our students on the path to
success because the inevitable failures of our students belong to us. With your multitude of duties and
pride as an educator, we will drive results and make an impact like no other. We believe wholehearted
that collectively we are the change for a better tomorrow. We would love your input on goals and how
we can better drive this group. Click this link to complete the input survey (here)
Again, we are truly honored to be given this opportunity to work with all of you and look forward to
immersing ourselves completely in our KIPP Texas- Austin community with the partnership of our KABE
leaders, members, and regional leaders/executive leaders.

Key Dates
●

Meet and Greet May 24 (Location TBD)

●

Summer PD’s

“Change will not come if we wait for some other person, or if we wait for some other time. We are the
ones we've been waiting for. We are the change that we seek.” ― Barack Obama

In solidarity,
John Edwards (Chairperson)
Demarco Pitre (Co-Chair)
Tyrus Lawson-Webb (Bookkeeper)
Tova Charles (Impact Manager)
Sharla Stewart (Communication Manager)
Dennian Grant (Advisor)

kabe@kipptexas.org
www.kabetexas.org
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KABE Overview
KIPP Austin Black Educators (KABE): an opportunity where people who are of the African Diaspora can
collaborate, network and share knowledge ensuring that we are exceptional in how we educate our
future and develop our black educators. This group of black educators strives to collaboratively leverage
equity and diversity methods of empowerment so that we may endeavor to approach our jobs with
passion and commitment.
Mission: Our mission is to assist KIPP Texas in cultivating the educational experiences and
accomplishments of our students that are living in underserved communities. We will do this by creating
opportunities for our African Diaspora educators to have a voice, share practices, develop as leaders,
and use effective methods to retain our black educators in which we will increase levels of impact and
student achievement.
●

Why?
- Currently, the African Diaspora community is small within the KIPP Texas- Austin network.
KIPP Austin Black Educators (KABE) was developed to retain KIPP Texas- Austin black
educators and provide a space for connectedness, shared practices, and development. KABE
can also serve specific needs that pertain to our students of color and their families.

●

Our Commitment
- We KIPP Austin Black Educators (KABE) commit to assist KIPP Texas in supporting our
scholars to and through college. Under the mission and vision of KIPP Texas-Austin, we as a
group of exceptional black educators will commit to thriving and going above and beyond so
that we can foster the knowledge and skills that will best support our young scholars on the
path to college. Without a doubt, we will share our knowledge, resources, skills, and
collectively work to problem solve on how we continue to develop as black educators.

●

Goals (*Collectively KABE members and organizers will work together to finalize goals)
- Acquire more Black and People of Color educators in leadership roles and
have a larger POC presence across KIPP Texas- Austin
- Intentional/personalized development
- To increase the understanding and appreciation of cultural differences, particularly as
they relate to people of color
- To help students navigate their feelings and develop coping skills for at home issues.
- Recruit more qualified educators of color to continue diversifying our overall staff.
- To create a safe place to share best practices and a sounding board.
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KABE’s Approach
1. Recruitment
● This group will aid in the recruitment of African Diaspora and People of Color educators
and respective staff
2. Training
● This group will help facilitate training at schools about the importance of diversity and
INCLUSION.
● Inclusion is an issue here- just because some schools are majority minority (Hispanic)
doesn't mean that bias/discrimination isn’t still taking place. We can help lead training
at your respective schools regarding mindfulness about inclusion and inherent bias.
3. Events/Activities
● This group will help with implementing black history activities throughout the course of
the school year including Black History Month- which should probably have its own subcommittee at some point.
● This group will also plan happy hours, fellowships, church events, etc.
4. Community/Culture Gaps
● We will work with our KIPP Texas- Austin regional leaders to determine the gaps in our
student recruitment. We want to ensure we are creating diversity across KIPP TexasAustin.
● We will use data to determine the misconceptions in how we educate our students of
color. Is it school-wide culture? Staffing? Curriculum? Lack of resources or supports?
5. Supports across the network
● We will determine what supports are needed for teachers of color.
● We will determine what supports are needed for our students of color.
● We will work with KIPP Texas- Austin regional team to provide these supports.

Details about Roles
●
●
●
●

●

Chairperson: overall leads/manages the group and is responsible for communication, activities,
and frequency meeting. The chairperson will work with KIPP Texas executive leaders.
Co-Chair: co-leads/manages the group and supports communication, activities, and frequency
meetings. The co-chair will work with KIPP Texas executive leaders.
Bookkeeper: responsible for managing the annual budget. Provides accounting on expenses to
HR at the end of the fiscal year.
Impact manager: responsible for supervising the effective implementation of the group and
collaborating with the team to continuously grow impact. The impact manager is also
responsible for cultivating strong relationships with outside community partners and support
the group with finding development opportunities.
Communication manager: responsible for overseeing all internal and external communications
for the group, ensuring its message is consistent and engaging. The communication manager will
coordinate and implement strategic plans that will inform and educate key audiences about the
group and its initiatives, developments, and activities
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KABE 2021 Measuring Progress Vision
KIPP Austin Black Educators (KABE) organizing team will partner with KIPP Texas leaders to begin
developing a comprehensive strategic plan that will serve as the guiding decision-making document for
the KIPP Texas- Austin region as it looks toward the KABE 2021 Measuring Progress Vision. From
September 2019 to April 2020, a team of diverse educators and community partner’s (the Core team) with
a multitude of duties will work diligently in a variety planning and data digging sessions to craft the
foundational pillars of the 2021 measuring progress vision. The diverse educators and community partners
(the Core team) will include regional leaders, KABE organizers, teachers, parents, and other community
members. The core team's goal is to set a clear pathway for black educators and black students to achieve
on KIPP Texas mission and vision that clearly state the district's passion, commitment, and purpose. The
work also includes the development of black educators, retention of black educators, an increase in high
academic rigor and objectives that set the focus for KIPP Texas Public Schools serving 100, 000 students
within underserved communities over the next several years. The focus areas below are the areas we
hope to achieve in our 2021 measuring progress vision.
a. Diversity and Equity
i.
Increase of Black educators in KIPP Texas Austin by 20%
1. Hiring at least 20 to 30 Black educators
2. Hiring at least 5 to 10 Black administrators
ii.
Increase of Black Students in KIPP Texas Austin by 20%
1. Enrolling at least 1200 students spread over K-12.
b. Professional Development
i.
PD Ideas
1. Monthly PD on Cultural Responsiveness and Social Justice
2. Talent and student recruitment team orientate KABE on the recruitment
process and how KABE can aid as a support for the recruitment of black
educators and students.
3. Data Misconceptions about black students and black educators. How to
see beyond and use data as a resource and not a crutch.
4. How to support black children social-emotional skills?
5. How to retain Black Educators?
6. Trials and Pressure a black educator goes through in predominantly
white spaces.
7. Coping mechanisms that (Black People/Black Educators) can use in
neutral spaces.
8. How to develop a Leader mind frame and use of curriculum?
9. Information sessions about the Pathway to leadership.
10. How to not get stuck in Disciplinary roles and finding ways to be the
impact.
11. How to effectively class manage without relying on cultural
backgrounds.
12. Changing Black Educators burnout
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c. Continuous Improvement in Resources
i.
Paying our educators fairly for the work they are producing
ii.
Pathways to leadership
iii.
Resources for our students (varies)
1. Sports
2. Music
3. Art
4. Other Partnerships (varies)
5. Big Brother Big Sister
6. Boys and Girls Club
7. Colleges/Universities (HBCU exposure)
8. Austin Police Department
9. Community Resources to connect with other black educators and
administrators outside of the KIPP Network.
10. Student Achievement
iv.
Support groups based on cultural background
v.
Mentorship programs for Middle and High school students.
vi.
Having more programming that is Culturally Inclusive
vii.
Black History Program
viii.
International flag day
ix.
Cultural and information literacy for students who are able to conduct reliable
research and apply their learning to real-world problems, discuss and debate
human, cultural, and societal issues (globally), and appreciate different cultures
and points of view.
x.
Black Student Organizations for high school

